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Economic outlook

According to Oxford Economics, the Croatian economy grew
0.6% in the first quarter of 2017 with private consumption and
investment being the major drivers of growth. The economy is
expected to continue its growth by an average of 2.7% by the
end of the year, supported by stronger exports and further
expansion of private consumption and investment.
Following debt refinancing problems, the biggest company in
the region Agrokor, was put under state management in April.
Although this has disrupted consumer optimism, retail sales
have increased 7.8% in June y-o-y, which is the highest growth
rate in the last decade. In addition, the tourism season could
be stronger than expected and provide an even bigger
momentum to the wider economy. The country is set to grow
faster than the EU average in the near term, boosted by
improved absorption of EU funds.

Zagreb office stock and supply (sq m)
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Supply

The previous 12 months have witnessed increasing
construction activity in Zagreb, which has been reflected
though an increase of the modern stock. In the first half of the
year, two new schemes were delivered, namely VMD Kuniščak
and Fabrika.
VMD Kuniščak is a multi-purpose project located at the corner
of Vukasovićeva and Kuniščak Streets, consisting of two office
buildings totalling over 10,000 sq m, and a residential building,
spread over 7,000 sq m . The project was developed by VMD
Grupa and Sollicitudo, the company managing the Catholic
University in Croatia. The majority of the scheme has been
leased, with a significant area being occupied by the Croatian
Catholic University. Furthermore, another local company,
Heruc has transformed its former textile factory into an office
building they have called Fabrika. The building has a total of
6,500 sq m which has been well received by the occupiers and
all of the premises have already been leased.

Recently completed office projects
Property

Location

Size (sq m)

VMD Kuniščak

Črnomerec

10,000

Fabrika

Trešnjevka

6,500

Source: JLL, 2017
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Furthermore, Startup Factory Zagreb – an incubator for high
technologies received non refundable financing from EU funds
for the procurement of new laboratory equipment in Zagreb.
The new equipment will be available for students,
entrepreneurs, startup companies, universities, which will have
a positive effect on both existing and the creation of new
companies, and the overall economy.
Future supply will rely on the delivery of smaller scale projects,
while the construction of larger projects remains uncertain.
Local developer - Oktavijan has commenced construction of an
office building and hotel in Radnička Street in Zagreb. It is on
the site where its existing business complex Centar 2000 is
located. The investment volume is estimated at €12.5 to €14
million, and includes the construction of office space spread
over 8,880 sq m and a 4* business hotel of 4,400 sq m.
Another local developer - SG Kristal has announced the
construction of Crystal Tower, which will be an investment of
HRK 200 milion and will include residential units, commercial
space and a hotel.
Furthermore, Euro Daus, a company based in Split has
announced its plans for the development of a multi-purpose
complex which will include office premises, a car inspection
station and premises dedicated for sporting activities,
including football, tennis, swimming pools and a sauna.
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Future projects

Vacancy rate in Zagreb

Project

Location

Description

Centar 2000 – phase
D3

Radnička

Hotel and offices

Crystal Tower
Euro Daus Radnička

Ilica
Radnička

Residential, commercial
and hotel
Sports and business
premises

Source: JLL, 2017

The largest secondary cities remain active as well. Since the
beginning of the year, the first tower of West Gate in Split was
completed and Splitska banka (Societe Generale) has moved
in.
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Demand

During the first half of 2017, market activity was strong and
dominated by net take-up, which was driven mainly by
relocations, new occupation and expansion. Tenants
continued to relocate to higher quality and more flexible office
space, located in more developed business zones outside of
the core city area, since these premises are now available at
more affordable prices. In addition, Regus has expanded to a
new location in the vicinity of the city centre.
The most active areas have been Business District East and
CBD area, however, more activity was noted in City centre and
Jankomir underpinned by the renewal of existing agreements.
The most active sectors were the manufacturing and energy
sector, consumer goods and IT.

Vacancy

In general, the market is witnessing an uptrend, with increasing
demand noted in recent quarters. Vacancy rates for the best
quality buildings are narrowing when compared to the
previous years. Recently developed buildings are being
absorbed quickly, noting occupancy levels of over 90%. In
addition, office units which have been vacant for years are
being absorbed as well.

Rental levels

During the first half of 2017, headline rents remained stable
ranging between €14 and €15 sq m / month, however, a few
exceptions have exceeded this range. Office premises in
secondary locations have experienced downward pressure,
due to tenants relocating to modern schemes, with rental
levels for A and B class offices ranging from €8 to €10 sq
m/month. Certain incentives are expected for offices on top of
these price ranges, including rent free periods and fit-out
contributions.

Investment

Although the majority of investors kept their focus on the retail
segment, we have also noted interest for office premises.
Pan European investor and asset manager M7 Real Estate has
acquired Mani Business Center, spread over 13,900 sq m in the
Buzin area of Zagreb. Together with the acquisition of a real
estate portfolio in Hungary, the acquisition totalled at €14
million.

As a result of recent activity, the vacancy has declined and
currently stands at 8%. Furthermore, older office buildings are
also experiencing a decrease in vacancy rates, emphasising the
positivity in the market.
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